$110,000 TREASURE HUNT
Official Rules
Saturday, January 30th, 4pm – 10pm
Registration: January 30th from 2pm – 9:50pm
All Premiere Club Members are eligible

Winners will have five (5) minutes to get to the
promotional area once their name appears on the
screen.
We will continue to draw until we have the
designated number of winners.

Every 100 base points earned on Premiere Club
Cards awards a drawing entry.
Must be present to win.

Both Slots and Tables play is eligible to earn All Standard Promotional Rules posted at Premiere
drawing entries.
Club apply.
Guests must check-in prior to the drawings by
either checking in at the kiosk or putting drawing
entries in the barrel. Once the drawings have
started guests may also check in by earning a point
on their Premiere Club card.

Cash prizes must be claimed at the cage by
11:59pm the day of the drawing.

If a guest is physically unable to participate in the
promotion physically, they will be able to appoint
someone of their choice, which is not a TPCR
From 4pm to 9:30pm two (2) winners will be team member, to take their place in the promotion.
drawn every half hour to come up and select a The winner drawn will still be awarded the prize.
prize from our promotional display to receive a
cash prize.
If the virtual drawing goes down for any of the
drawings a delay of up to one (1) hour will be
At 10pm all of the winners from earlier in the permitted to allow for system repair. Once the
night and two (2) additional winners will come system is back up drawings will continue as
up and select a key to try and open the treasure scheduled but will be brought up to an hour over
chest. The one with the winning key will win the in the night to allow all winners to be drawn. If
grand prize of $50,000 in cash. The remaining the virtual drawing system is unable to come
winners who do not have the correct key will all back up for one of the drawings the drawings will
receive $1,000 Tachi Cash consolation prize.
be conducted via hot seat style drawings. If the
drawing that is transferred to hot seat style is a
Once verified by two team members, the names weekly drawing the winner bonus drawing entries
of the winners will be confirmed, and the winners will be added into the barrel once the system is
may be announced.
back up and running.

